THE ARREST WASN’T EASY, BUT SHARING
THE EVIDENCE
SECURELY AND EFFICIENTLY SHOULD BE.

NEVER BURN A DVD AGAIN OR PAY TO STORE EVIDENCE IN THE CLOUD INDEFINITELY

CLOUD-SHARE distributes digital evidence electronically with no need to produce and courier evidence files using DVDs. At your direction, a single event, or multiple events under a single case number can be shared with the click of a button. Recipients receive an email notification and can immediately view, download or re-share the evidence based on security permissions you set.

CLOUD-SHARE uses evidence files residing on your server. When you share an event, a copy is placed in a secure CJIS-compliant cloud account with an expiration date you define, removing the worry and cost of storing files in the cloud indefinitely.
SHARE EVIDENCE CONFIDENTLY

WHEN YOU SHARE EVIDENCE USING CLOUD-SHARE, YOU'RE IN COMPLETE CONTROL.

INVITATIONS MADE EASY
Invite a single recipient, or group to a shared file by email address, role or function

ONE-CLICK GROUP ACCESS
Whitelist an entire email domain, allowing file sharing with anyone in the organization

COMPLETE ACCESS CONTROL
Require user authentication via an access code or provide an account login for access to more sensitive files

TIME-SENSITIVE SHARING
Assign an expiration date for sharing an individual file or use a default by evidence category

TRACK EVIDENCE EASILY

JUST LIKE PHYSICAL EVIDENCE, ESTABLISHING CHAIN OF CUSTODY FOR DIGITAL IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT.

DETAILED CHAIN OF CUSTODY
Audit trails are created instantly and updated each time a file is uploaded, shared, viewed or shared again

SIMPLE USER INTERFACE
Intuitive interface works like an email outbox with To, Date Sent, Sent By, Expiration Date and File Name fields

QUICK-VIEW DASHBOARD
Helpful dashboard shows status of all active file shares by expiration period, downloads and plays